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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the use of a parallel discrete-event net-
work emulator called the Internet Protocol Traffic and Net-
work Emulator (IP-TNE) for Web server benchmarking. The
experiments in this paper demonstrate the feasibility of high-
performance WAN emulation using parallel discrete-event
simulation techniques on shared-memory multiprocessors.
Our experiments with the Apache Web server achieve 3400
HTTP transactions per second for simple Web workloads,
and 1000 HTTP transactions per second for realistic Web
workloads, for static document retrieval across emulated
WAN topologies of up to 4096 concurrent Web/TCP clients.
The results show that WAN characteristics, including round-
trip delays, link speeds, packet losses, packet sizes, and
bandwidth asymmetry, all have significant impacts on Web
server performance. WAN emulation enables stress testing
and benchmarking of Web server performance in ways that
may not be possible in simple LAN test scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
Network emulation is a hybrid performance evaluation tech-
nique that combines experimental implementation with sim-
ulation (or even analytical) modeling. This approach has
received increasing research attention in recent years, as re-
searchers address large, complex, and challenging Internet
performance problems [1, 2, 5].

Network emulation is attractive in performance studies, for
several reasons. First, an emulation environment offers a
flexible, controllable, and reproducible environment for per-
formance experiments. Second, network emulation enables
controlled experimentation with end-user applications (e.g.,
Internet gaming, video streaming) in their native form, with-
out porting them into a simulator, and without facing the
transient behaviours of the Internet. Third, emulation en-
ables experimentation with a wide range of network and
workload configurations. As indicated by Nahum et al. [5],
the properties of a Wide-Area-Network (WAN) environment

can have significant impact on Internet protocol behaviours
and Web server performance. Rigourous testing of end-user
applications in a wide range of WAN scenarios can establish
confidence in the robustness of a server or application prior
to Internet deployment.

In this paper, we explore the use of network emulation in the
evaluation of Internet systems and applications. In particu-
lar, we consider Web server benchmarking using the Internet
Protocol Traffic and Network Emulator (IP-TNE) [6]. The
IP-TNE is built using a parallel discrete-event simulation
(PDES) kernel, enabling high-performance WAN emulation.

The IP-TNE enables the testing of real networks and dis-
tributed systems under controlled conditions, as provided by
network simulation. The IP-TNE provides a detailed simu-
lation model of an arbitrary IP internetwork WAN topol-
ogy. Internet hosts can send IP packets to other hosts,
whether real (on the Internet) or virtual (within the sim-
ulated WAN), via the emulator. Similarly, virtual hosts
within the emulator can send (real) IP packets to other (real)
hosts on the Internet. In other words, the IP-TNE provides
the means to “translate” packets between real and simulated
Internet environments. This translation is accomplished
through a technique similar to “IP masquerading”, carefully
implemented and tuned to provide high-performance packet
reading and writing at Gigabit Ethernet rates [3].

2. OVERVIEW OF PAPER
The purpose of this paper is to show how parallel network
emulation using the IP-TNE can be used for Web server
benchmarking. The paper demonstrates the capabilities of
the IP-TNE as a Web server workload generator, and also
serves to validate prior results [5] highlighting the impacts
of round-trip delays and WAN packet losses on Web server
performance.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of our approach to WAN
emulation for the purposes of Web server benchmarking.
Rather than following the traditional “centralized” approach
in Figure 1(a), we use the approach in Figure 1(b), wherein
the clients themselves are within the IP-TNE. This approach
has several advantages. First, it eliminates the need for
extra equipment in the experimental setup. Second, there
is no need for elaborate synchronization of multiple client
machines in the experiments. Third, it provides complete
control over the client workload: we can model either ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous clients, and we can completely
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Figure 1: Approaches to WAN Emulation: (a) Tra-
ditional Approach; (b) Our Approach Using IP-TNE

specify their HTTP and TCP behaviours. Finally, this ap-
proach provides a fuller demonstration of the performance
capabilities of the IP-TNE. Nahum et al. [5] argue that the
approach in Figure 1(a) is not scalable for Web server bench-
marking; we demonstrate via the IP-TNE example that the
(more aggressive) approach in Figure 1(b) is feasible (and
scalable enough) for Web server benchmarking.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The experiments were conducted using two Compaq ES40
enterprise servers connected by Gigabit Ethernet on a pri-
vate LAN. The IP-TNE runs on one ES40 and the Apache
Web server on the other. Each ES40 has four Alpha 667
MHz Ev67 processors. Each computer is configured with 4
GB RAM and an 18 GB disk. The host operating system is
Compaq’s Tru64 (version 5.1A).

We consider six main factors in our WAN emulation exper-
iments: number of clients, number of subnetworks, network
link speed, propagation delay (i.e., round-trip time), MTU
size, and router queue size. A one-factor-at-a-time experi-
mental design is used. The number of clients and the number
of networks are used to change the workload generated by
the IP-TNE. The link capacity, RTT, and MTU factors are
used to assess the impacts of different WAN configurations
on Web server performance. Finally, the router queue size
factor is used to assess the impact of packet losses on Web
server performance. Synthetic Web workloads are used [4].

4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Our WAN emulation experiments demonstrate the impor-
tance of WAN characteristics, such as round-trip times, link
speeds, MTU sizes, network asymmetry, Internet conges-
tion, and packet losses on Web server performance. Several
of our results validate those reported by Nahum et al. [5],
even though our results were produced with a completely dif-
ferent experimental approach. These results are augmented
with new observations regarding the impacts of link speeds,
MTU sizes, and network bandwidth asymmetry. All of these

factors can have significant impacts on Web server perfor-
mance in a wide-area network.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the use of a parallel discrete-event IP
network emulator called the IP-TNE for Web server bench-
marking. The experiments focus on two main issues: the
performance of the IP-TNE itself, and the performance of
a Web server (Apache) when subjected to workloads from
clients in an emulated WAN environment.

This work demonstrates that a “centralized” approach to
WAN emulation is feasible, at least in the context of Web
server performance testing. Our IP-TNE emulator, using a
single physical machine and network interface, can generate
adequate client workload to stress a production-quality Web
server, while also modeling the packet-level events required
for high-fidelity WAN emulation. The performance capa-
bilities of the IP-TNE approach to WAN emulation come
from a simulation kernel design that is optimized for paral-
lel execution on shared-memory multiprocessors, and from
efficient mechanisms for packet reading and writing at Gi-
gabit Ethernet rates.

This work also reinforces prior observations that wide-area
network conditions have an important impact on Internet
server performance [5]. The results highlight the importance
of WAN testing, or at least WAN emulation, in Web server
benchmarking. (See [7] for a full version of this paper.)
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